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PRODUCT NAME

ITEM CODE #

UPC CODE #

CENTURY ULTRA SEAL™ PROFESSIONAL DRYWALL FINISHER

332-05 (4.5 Gallon)   332-01 (1 Gallon)    

017581 33205    017581 33201                   
 
Maximum V.O.S./V.O.C. is 1.7 lbs. per gallon.
Dolomitic Limestone/Crystalline Silica

Up to 25% lighter than ordinary compounds, this ready-mixed, lightweight compound is specially formulated to 
provide excellent adhesion.  It bonds with less shrinkage and greater crack resistance than ordinary compounds 
for superior quality results.  Easy to apply, extra white formulation for embedding any standard joint tape and for 
filling and finishing coats in interior gypsum panel applications. Also for covering corner bead, fasteners, trim and 
for skim coating entire gypsum panel surfaces.  May be used for simple textures prior to painting.  

NAIL HEADS: Spot fill with a first coat of compound and as each successive finish coat is applied. All nails should 
be dimpled just below the surface of drywall. Allow a minimum of 24 to 48 hours to dry between applications.  
TAPING--- 1ST STEP:  Beginning with a 4" broad knife, apply compound evenly and fully into wallboard joint, filling 
the channel formed by the wallboard edges. TAPING--- 2ND STEP:  Center the tape over joint and press tape 
firmly into compound using a 4" broad knife. Tape the full length of the joint. Remove excess compound. Always 
feather edges and allow at least 24 to 48 hours to dry. INSIDE CORNERS: Cut the tape the exact length of the 
corner and crease it down the center before embedding it into the compound. Apply finish coats 1 side at a time 
allowing each side to dry a minimum of 24 hours. OUTSIDE CORNERS:  Position metal cornerbead over exact 
length of corner and nail into place. Apply enough compound to cover metal band and feather edges approximately 
4" from the corner. Allow a minimum of 24 to 48 hours to dry. FINISH COAT:  Apply a final coat of compound using 
an 8” to 10” broad knife, feathering edges approximately 6" to 8" on each side of the taped joint or cornerbead. 
One finish coat should be sufficient; however, if a second coat is desired, allow 24 to 48 hours to dry before applying. 
TOUCH-UPS:  Minor surface imperfections may be corrected by applying a second thin coat using an 8” to 10” 
broad knife, feathering edges approximately 8" to 10" on each side of the taped joint. Allow to dry a minimum of 
24 to 48 hours. FINISHING:  After the final coat is thoroughly dry the compound should be lightly sanded with a 
fine (200 grit) paper, being careful not to expose tape or roughen paper of exposed wallboard. Wet sanding with 
a damp sponge is recommended whenever practical. ADDITIONAL TIPS:  Always stir product thoroughly before 
and during application. Always allow each coat to dry thoroughly before applying additional compound. After 
application, protect surface with an overcoat of quality drywall primer for maximum durability and protection. 
THINNING:  Joint compound may be thinned by adding clean water sparingly in half pint increments. Remix 
completely after each addition. Over-thinning may result in excessive shrinkage, edge cracking, poor bond, and 
generally poor working characteristics. IMPORTANT: Do not mix with any other dry or ready mixed material. If 
material becomes frozen, let thaw naturally. Remix before use to a smooth, even consistency. CAUTION:  Sanding 
dust may cause eye, nose, throat or upper respiratory irritation. Prolonged and continued exposure to a high 
concentration of airborne dust may result in delayed lung injury. If dry sanding, wear a NIOSH/MSHA approved 
respirator for protection from dust. Do not take internally. If ingested, induce vomiting. Call physician at once.  The 
use of safety glasses is recommended. Eye contact: Remove contact lenses. Rinse eyes with water for 10-15 
minutes, including under eye-lids. If irritation continues, contact physician at once. 

700 sq. ft. per 60 lbs.

Wash hands and tools with soap and water.   

Five gallon and one gallon plastic pails.
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